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Let R; denote the class of rational functions defined on a closed interval I with 
numerators in the class of polynomials of degree at most n and positive valued 
denominators in the class of polynomials of degree at most m. If fE C(I) is 
normal, the well-known strong unicity theorem asserts that there is a smallest 
positive constant y,.,(f) such that Ilf- R Ij > I[f- RJ + y,,Jf) IjR ~ R,I/ for all 
R E R$. where R, is the best uniform approximation tof from Rk. In this paper. 
the dependence of 7n,m (f) on f is investigated. Sufficient conditions are given to 
insure that inf,,,. y,,,(f) > 0. where f is a subset of C(I). Necessity of these 
conditions is investigated and examples are given to show that known results for R{ 
do not directly extend to R”, for m > 0. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Recently considerable attention has been given to various aspects of 
strong unicity in best uniform approximation. The focus of the present paper 
is uniform strong unicity for rational approximation. In particular, let C(Z) 
the set of all continuous, real-valued functions defined on Z= (0, 11. If n and 
m are fixed nonnegative integers, let d L E,,,,, consist of the vector 
(0 . . . . . 0; 1, 0 ,..., 0) and all vectors C = (A; B) = (a, ,..., a, ; 6, ,..., b,) such that 
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(i) at least one ja,l > 0, 
(ii) P(A, X) = xy U ui-yi and Q(B. X) = x;T’ ,, b,s’ have no common 
nonconstant factors. 
(iii) Q(B. s) > 0 for s E I, and 
(iv) xy ,, hj = I. 
The approximating space Rk is defined to be the set of all rationai functions 
R(C, x) = P(A, x)/Q(B, x) with coefficient vectors C = (A ; B) E P. Let f * 
be the set of all (A; B) = (n, ,..., a, ; b ,,,..., b,) E .Y such that a, # 0 or 
h,, # 0. The rational functions R(C, .) with C E r”* are the so called normul 
rational functions. For SE C(Z), let C(f) = (A(f); B(f)) denote the coef 
ficient vector of R(C(f), .). the best uniform approximation to f from R::,. 
The function f is normal, if its best approximation R(C(f), .) is normal. The 
well-known strong unicity theorem asserts that iffis normal. then there is a 
constant r > 0 such that 
llJ’- RI1 2 Ilf- R(W), .)I1 + rl/R - R(W7. .)I1 (I.11 
for all R E R E, 14 1. Let y,,,(f) denote the largest constant r such that ( 1. I ) 
holds for every R E R”, . In this paper, we study the dependence of r,,..,(J) 
onf: More specifically, if TC C(I), when is inf,,,. y,,,(f) > O? In the linear 
approximation setting, this type of question has been analyzed by several 
authors. In particular, Cline (5 1 has shown that when m = 0. and n > I. the 
constant r in (I. I) cannot be chosen to be independent off E C(I). In fact. 
Cline has shown that the pointwise Lipschitz constant for R(C(f). .) (which 
is bounded above by 2/y,,*,(f)) cannot be selected independent off E C(I). 
In the following theorem due to Henry and Schmidt 191, conditions under 
which y,,,(f) is bounded away from zero over a subset of C(Z) are given. 
THEOREM I. 1. Let Tc C(I). r be compact. and I‘n R;( = 0. Then 
inffEr. v,,,,(f) > 0. 
Recently Dunham (6) has significantly relaxed the compactness condition 
in Theorem I. 1 by imposing a “noncoalescence condition.” 
THEOREM 1.2 (Dunham). For 6 ? 0, let F, be the sef sf’ all fE C(1) 
such that there is an alternant s,, < x, < < x,, _ , jar J' - R(C(f ). ) such 
that min, c,k.n I , (x, - x, ,) > 6. Then inf,,, ,, ;*,,,,Jf) > 0. 
In addition, Dunham showed that the noncoalescence condition is almost 
necessary. 
THEOREM 1.3 (Dunham). Let {f,} be a sequence in C(I) such thaf for 
each k, f, - R(C(f,), . ) has precise/J, one alternant x”, < X! < . . < .Y!, , and 
lim k-y min , six ,, , ,(x) - .Y: ,) = 0. Then lim, *, ~~,~,(f;) = 0. 
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Actually ali of the results above have been obtained in the more general 
setting of uniform approximation from a Haar subspace. 
It is natural to ask whether these results extend to the rational setting (that 
is. m > 0). In [ 10). it is asserted that a uniform Lipschitz analogue to 
Theorem 1.1 holds for rational approximation, if each f E f is normal; the 
uniform strong unicity extension will be shown to follow from a more 
general result in Section 2 of this paper. We also show in Section 2 that 
Theorem 1.2 does not extend to rational approximation (m > 1) ecen when 
the normality condition is imposed. We also show that if the closure of 
j(A(f)/lJf/j; B(f)): f E f} is contained in *‘*. and if the noncoalescence 
condition is assumed, then y,,,(f) is bounded away from zero over 
I’S C(I). In addition, an example is constructed which shows that even 
‘Theorem 1.3 does not extend to RI, with m > 0. In Section 4, we investigate 
the necessity of the noncoalescence and closure conditions. It is shown that 
in certain circumstances neither of these conditions can be omitted if 
inf,,, ;,l,,,,(f) is to be positive. 
In order to facilitate the analyses in Section 4, local strong unicity is 
investigated in Section 3. For 6 > 0, define 
-, ,,,.,(.t 8) = inf ) IV - R II - If‘ - R(CU-), . I
j/R - R(C(f). .)I1 : R E R’ and 
OcljR-R(C(f).-ill~b(. (1.2) 
Evidently. y,,,(f) = lim,+, y,,,(f, 6). The local strong unicity constant off 
is defined to be 
P,.,(f) = liy, ~,,,,(f,&. (1.3) 
In Section 3, characterizations of jj,,.,, (f) similar to known characterizations 
of ;‘,I.0 (f) 1 l-3. 5. 8, 111 are given. These characterizations will be subse- 
quently used in the necessity considerations of Section 4. Also, in constract 
to the case m = 0, it will be shown that y,,,,(f) and x,,,(f) need not be 
equal when m > 0. This is one of a number of striking differences in the 
behavior of polynomial and rational strong unicity constants that will be 
exhibited in this paper. 
2. UNIFORM STRONG UNICITY 
In this section, we construct an example to show that Theorem 1.2 does 
not directly extend to the rational setting, and an appropriate extension of 
t.his result is then established. 
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EXAMPLE 1. Let n = m = 1 and T,(X) = ax/(1 + ax), a > 0. Define 
h(x) = 0, x = 0, 
= 1, x = 0.25,0.75, 
= -1, .Y = 0.5. 1 
and let h be linear in between. If f, = r, + h, then R(C(J,), .) = r, where 
C(f,) = (0, a/(1 + a*)‘!‘: l/( 1 + a*)‘~‘, a/( 1 + a’)“‘) and each f, is 
normal. For each a, the alternant consists of the points 0.25, 0.5, 0.75. 1. 
and coalescence does not occur. However, for R(x) = 1, //R - r, jl = 1 and 
‘im,+,(ll.L -R/l - llf, ~ r,ll) = 0. So 
~, ,(f,) < IIS, - R II - l!f, - r, II --t o 
IIR - r, II 
as a-rot. and thus inf, :,,, y,, ,(J,) = 0. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let r G C(I)\R”, satisjj 
(1) there is a 6 > 0 such that for each f E r there is an alternant 
X” < x, < ..’ < x, (I=n+m+l) for f-R(C(f),.) such that 
min,,i~,(Xi-Xi~I)>/~and 
(2) the closure of ((A(f)/llfll; B(f )): f E r) in E,,,,, is contained in 
,T*; then inf,,, r,,,(f) > 0. 
Proof Suppose the conclusion is false. Then there is a sequence 1 fk} in f 
such that yn,,,(fk) -0 as k --) co. Since g,,., (af) = v,,.,,,(f) for Q f 0. we may 
replace fk by fk/(lfkll, assume that llfkli = 1, and that 
lim y,,,(J;) = 0. 
k-x’ 
(2.1) 
Also by conditions (1) and (2) we have 
(1’) for each k there is an alternant xf; < x’; < < x: for 
f, - R(C(fJ, .) such that min,,,,,(x) ~ xf- ,)> 6 and 
(2’) the closure of {(A (Sk); B(fk)): k = 1, 2,... ) in E, + m + 2 is contained 
in .4*. 
By (2.1) there is a sequence R(C,, .) E Rk, C, = (Ak; Bk) E Y’, such that 
ok := iifk - R(C,. .)I1 - i1.h ~ R(C(f,), .)I1 --) o 
IIR(C,. .) - R(K/& .)il (2.2) 
as k*co. Since ilfkil = 1, IIR(C(f,), .)I] < 2 and liP(A(f,), .)I1 < 
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2 ilQ(B(fk), .)I1 < 2(m + I)“‘. Also, there is an M > 0 such that 
11 R(C,. .)/I < M. Otherwise, 
y > Il.4 - R(C,, .)I1 - Il./i - R(C(fk)~ +)I1 3 1 
k’ 1I.h - R(C,, .)I1 + Il./i - R(C(.fJ .)I1 
for a subsequence which is contrary to (2.2). Thus )/ P(A,. .)I1 < 
M IIQ(Bk, .)I1 < M(m + 1)“2. Therefore, the vectors C(fJ and C, are 
bounded independent of k, and we may assume that C(&) --t C and C, --) t? 
as k--t co. Moreover. by (2’) C E Y”*. Thus we have that P(A(f,), .) + P, 
Q(B(f,). .) + Q, P(A,, .) + E Q(Bk, .) --) Q uniformly on I and that. P/Q = 
R(C, .) is a normal rational function in Ri. We now renormalize the 
rational functions by letting 
N, =P(A(.f,h ')/(IIp(A(.h), .>I1 + IIQ(B(.fd .)iih 
D, = Q(B(.fd ~)/(ilp(A(f/$ .)I/ + IIQ(B(.fd .)I/)? 
N=f’/(IlPII + IIQllh 
D = Q/Cl1 Pll + II Qllh 
and 
‘k = ‘CA,, ‘)/(iIp(Ak, ‘)il + liQ(Bk, ‘)I/)? 
& = Q(Bk, .)/(Ilp(A,, .)I1 + llQ@k, .>I/>, 
@ = ITl(Il~ll + II ellx 
D = @<II Fll + II m 
We further pass to a subsequence and relabel so that x:+ xi as k+ CO, 
i = 0 ,..., 1. By (1 ‘), x0 < x, < ... < x(. Extracting a subsequence, if necessary, 
we may assume that ui = sgn(&(x”) - R(C(&), xf)), i = O,..., 1, where the crj 
alternate in sign and are independent of k. Then for any k and i = O...., I, 
Yk II R(C,, .) - R(C(fk). )li 
= ll.h - WC,. +>I1 - II&R(C(fk), .>I1 
> ~;(.W:, - R(C,, xf,, - ~i<h<x;, - R(WJ, x:)1 
= uj(R(C(fk), X:, - R(C,, X:,, 
= ui(NkDk - fikDk)(xf)/D,(xf) 0,(x:). 
SO dK& - fl$k)(Xik) < Yk IlR(C,, .> - R(WJ. .)li lick 11 11 DkJ G 
;I~(M + 2)(m + 1). By (2.2) and the convergences of Nkr D,, Nk, and D, to 
N. D, N, and 0, respectively, a!(ND- pD)(xi) < 0, i = 0 ,..., 1. But this 
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implies that ND - &D = 0. Now Lemma 2 in 14, p. 165 1 and the normality 
of N/D imply that N = N and D = 0. 
Define 
ak=max{lIplI:pE/Z,+,, aip(x:)< 1. i=O....,I}. (2.3 1 
where Iln+m denotes the space of polynomials of degree n t m or less. It 
follows from Lemma 3 [ 9 1 that ak < a < 00 for some constant a independent 
of k. For each i = 0 ,..., I, 
Uj(R(C(1;). x;, - R(C,, xf,, 
= u;(f,(xf) ~ R(C,, x),) - ~;(f,(x:) - R(C(f,), x))) 
< I:./; ~- R(C,. +)I1 -- ilfk -- R(C(fk), .)I1 :=A,. 
Thus u;(N,fi, ~ #,D,)(sf) < 1) D,l: 1) fikjl A, = (m + 1) A,. By (2.3). 
11 N,D, - @,D,lI < ak(m + 1) d, < a(m + I) A,. Thus 
IIR(C,. .) - R(C(fk). .)/I ,< a(m + 1) II l/D,Il 11 ljD~/lA, 
and 
Since D > 0 on I and D, + D and 0, + D uniformly on 1 as k + CO. the ;‘k 
are bounded away from zero. This contradicts (2.2) and Theorem 2.1 is 
proven. I 
As an application of Theorem 2.1, we show that Theorem 1.1 is valid if 
m > 0 and a normality condition is imposed. 
COROLLARY. Let Tcr C(I), where each .fE I‘ is normal, I‘ is compact. 
and rn Ri = 0. Then inf,,,. y,,,,(f) > 0. 
ProoJ If the corollary were false. then there would be a sequence i.1; / in 
P such that l),t.m(fk) + 0 as k + co. Since r is compact, we may assume that 
J, + f uniformly as k -+ co. where-f E r and hence j‘is normal. Furthermore. 
we may pass to a subsequence and relabel so that alternant points of 
,f; ~ R(C(J;), .) converge as in the proof of Theorem 1.1 above. Using the 
argument in the proof of Theorem 3 in [Y I, we see that in the limit the 
alternant points of fk - R(C(fh). .) d o not coalesce. and condition (1) of 
Theorem 2.1 is satisfied by r’ = { fk : k = 1. 2,... } for some ij > 0. Since /‘ is 
normal. C(l;) --) C(f) E 7”” (see Theorem 1 in 171). Thus (.4(fk)/ll./J: 
B(,fk)) + (A(f)/llfjl: B(f)) E y”* as k + co. Hence. condition (2) is 
satisfied, and Theorem 2. I provides a contradiction. 1 
Remark. Condition (2) of Theorem 2.1 can be viewed as a strong 
normality condition. It is of interest to see how it can be violated. Since 
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;‘,,.,n(d) =?‘,,,W~ a f 0, we only consider those f E C(I) with llfl’ = 1. In 
this case. / P(A(f), x)I < 2 / Q(B(f), s)l f or x E I. Condition (2) is violated, if 
there is a sequence f, such that P(A(f,), s) --t P and Q(B(fk 1. .) + Q 
uniformly on I where 
Q vanishes at finitely many points in I or 
-- 
(2.4a) 
Q > 0 on I and P/Q reduces to P/Q where deg p < n and 
deg 0 < tn. (2.4b) 
In (2.4b). the leading coefficients of P(A(fk), .) and Q(B(fk). .) could 
converge to zero or the limit polynomials P and Q could have common 
nonconstant factors which do not vanish in 1. In Example 1, the failure of 
condition (2) occurs as a result of (2.4a). 
The next example shows that Dunham’s necessity result 16, Theorem 1.3 1 
does not hold when m > 0. This example also shows that the conditions of 
Theorem 2.1 are not necessary. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let n = 0, m = 1, and for k = 2, 3 ,.... define rk E! Ry by 
rr(.y) = I/( 1 + k.u) and h, E C(I) by 
h&Y) = 1. x = 0, 2/k. 
= -1. .Y = I/k. 
= 0, .I-= 1. 
and h,(.u) linear in between. Let f, = h, + rk. Then rk is the best approx- 
imation to fA from R: (C(f,) = (l/(1 + k’)“‘; l/(1 + k’)‘,“, k/(1 + k’)“‘)). 
Each f, is normal. but lim,+, V(.~f,)/llf,Il; B(fk)) = (0: 0, 1) @ y* and the 
alternant {O. l/k, 2/k} for f, - rk coalesces to 0. Thus {fk : k = 2. 3,...} fails 
to satisfy either condition (1) or condition (2) of Theorem 2.1. We show. 
however. that inf,,, ;I,),,(J~) ? 0. 
In this example. let // g/lJ = SUP,,~ 1 g(s)i. Th e subscript J will be dropped if 
J = IO. 1 I. For fixed k, the change of variable s = ks/2 transforms the 
restrictions offk and rk to /0,2/k I to FE C(I) and R*(s) = l/( 1 + 2s) E R:), 
respectively. Both F and R* are independent of k. The rational function R* 
is the best approximation to F on I from Ry and F is normal. Applying the 
strong unicity theorem to F and inverting the change of variable, it follows 
that there is a constant y > 0 independent of k such that 
(2.5 1 
for all R E R:’ and all k > 2. 
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Suppose there is a sequence {Rk} in R: such that 
(2.6) 
as k + co. Then lifk - RJ - Ilfk - rklI+ 0 as k--t co. Otherwise, (2.6) would 
imply that a subsequence of ((R, - rk(( tends to co. This and the boundedness 
off, and rk would imply that the quotient in (2.6) tends to 1 for the subse- 
quence. Since /]fk - rk/( = I, we may assume by (2.6) that j/f, - R,(( = 
1 + Ed, where Ed + 0 as k + co. By (2.5) 
IIRk - ~:ll,“,*,k, = 
llfk - Rk II - llfk - Yk II 
IlRk - rkll,o.*:k, 
> llfk - RkllI”.Z,k, - llh - awA, 3 ‘i / 
IlRk - ~kll,“.Zlk, . 
(2.7) 
Thus 
Now write Rk(x) = a,~‘( 1 + b,x). By (2.8), Iok - I/ = lRk(0) - rk(0)l < cJy 
and 
ak 
1 + b,/k 
- + 1 = 1 Rk( l/k) - rk( l/k)/ < &k/Y. 
Since R, E Ry, 1 $ b,/k > 0, and it can easily be shown that 
1 - 4E,,$ 
< b,/k < 
1 + 4Ek.j) 
’ + 2ek/y 1 - 2&,/Y. 
Thus a k+ 1 and b,/k-t 1 as k-co. 
We now consider two cases. First suppose that J/R, - rkJ/ < M /an ~ 1 I for 
infinitely many k, where M is independent of k. Since la, ~ 1 I < 
IIRk - f-l. l,0.Zl’kl~ (2.7) implies that 
lifk - Rkil - iifk - rkii > Y,M 
IIRk-rklI ’ 
for infinitely many k which contradicts (2.6). 
In the second case, suppose that 
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as k + co. Consider R,(x) = Rk(X) + (1 - aJ/( 1 + b,X) = 
I/( 1 + b,x) E R;. For k sufficiently large, IIR, - rkII/la, - 1) > 2 and so 
IlR, - r,ll 2 IIR, - rkl/ -la, - 11 Z $ llRk - r,ll. Then 
IK - &/I - llfk - Ykll 
IIR, - rlill 
G Il.& - 411 - llfk - rkll + lak - 1 I 
i IIRk - rkll 
=2 llfk-~kll-llfk-~kll +2 h-11 +. 
IIR, - rk II IIRk - r.kll 
(2.9) 
as k--f 00. Thus we may replace R, by Rk in (2.6). Now let 
yk(x) = R,(x) - rk(x) = 
1 1 
1 +b,x -1~ 
Since lim,+, y,Jx) = 0, /I Y~II,~,~~ = IY&)I, where x = 0 or Y;(X) = 0 
(X > 0). Setting y;(x) = 0 yields x = I/&, and since b,/k -+ 1 as k + co, 
l/v”?& < 2/k for k sufficiently large. As a result, IIRk - rklJ,0.30, = 
iigk - r,Il,o,z,A,. Thus jlxk - r,ll = llEk - rk,l,0.2,k, and (2.7) now implies that 
Il.6 - a - IIf, - r/f II > y 
IIRk - r,ll ’ 
for k sufficiently large which contradicts (2.9). Thus infkaz yO.,(fk) > 0. 
3. LOCAL STRONG UNICITY CONSTANTS 
In this section we give a characterization of the local strong unicity 
constant j?,,,(j’) defined in (1.2) and (1.3). In fact, we show that ;Fn,,(f) 
coincides with the strong unicity constant determined by best approximating 
f - R(C(f), .) from the linear space 
i 
1 
f7zz 
Q(W), .I 
(P-R(C(J‘);)Q):PEn,, QE&l. (3.1) 
In this section, the function f is fixed and for simplicity we write 
R(W), .I = R, = P,fQ/, where P, = P(A (f), .) and Q, = Q(B(f), .). 
From Lemma 2 in [4, p. 1651, .H is a Haar space of dimension 
1 + max{n + deg Q,, m + deg P,}. It follows from the alternation theorem 
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that 0 is the best approximation to j’- R,- from X. By the strong unicity 
theorem for linear approximation, the strong unicity constant for f - R, is 
(3.2) 
THEOREM 3.1. IJ‘.f is normal, then p,,,,(f) = am,.,. 
Before proving Theorem 3. I. two lemmas are stated. The first asserts that 
for linear approximation local and global strong unicity constants coincide. 
LEMMA 1. Let X be a normed linear space and V be a subspace of‘ X. 
For x E X suppose there exist v, E V and 6. ;I > 0 such that 
/Ix--L’I/zII.Y--I’,~lI+yl~~-L‘,Il 
for all I: E V with /I L’ - L’,// < 6. Then (3.3) is valid for all 1’ E V. 
(3.3) 
Proof. Suppose c E V and 11~ - L’, 11 > 6. Then c,~ + 6([, - pX)/ 
(/z’ - v,\/ E V and has distance 6 from v.,. By (3.3) and the triangle ine- 
quality 
(1 -- S/ljc - 1’\-il) //X - L’,jI + d 11x-- rjI1/11r> -- 1.,/l 
> l/s - (L’, $- 6(r -- t>.,)/ll 1‘ -- L’, il)ll 
> /Ix - C,JI + p-S. (3.4) 
Inequality (3.3) for the given I‘ E V now follows directly from (3.4). 1 
IfSis normal, then .X has dimension I= n + m + 1. It is evident that the I 
elements l/Q,(x), x/Q#),..., x”/Q,(x), xRXx)/QXx),..., x”R,(x)/Q,(x) are 
linearly independent. Otherwise, we could write R, = P/Q. where deg P < n. 
deg Q ,< m, and Q(0) = 0. If P(0) = 0, then a cancellation would occur and 
R, would fail to be normal. If P(0) # 0. then R, would fail to be continuous 
at x = 0. Thus we may write K as 
fl= i(IIQ,-HP -- R,Q): P E n,,, Q E IZ,,, and Q(0) = O}. (3.5) 
LEMMA 2. Suppose that f is normal. (i) Given 6 > 0 there is art F > 0 
such that if P E ZZ,, Q E 17,, Q(0) = 0, and ll( l/Q,)(P - R,Q)Il < E, then 
ii 
P/ + P 
P-R, <c; Q, + Q ii and ii Q, ; I --=I <6. 
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(ii) Gicen t‘ > 0 there is a 6 > 0 such that iJ R = (P, + P)/ 
Lemma 2 follows from the linear independences mentioned above and the 
fact that Y”* with the Euclidean norm topology and the set of normal 
rational functions in R”,, with the uniform norm topology are homeomorphic. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. We first show that y,,,,(f) 2 T,,.,,(j’). If 1; > 0 let 
c > 0 be determined as in Lemma 3(i). Now let L’ = (I/Q,)(P - R,Q) be any 
element of k’ satisfying /ALIBI < E, where Q, + Q > 0 on I. By (1.2) 
'-Q,+Q p,+p >llf-R,I/+&,,(f.6) II (3.6) 
But Lemma 2(i) implies that 
II P, + P f-e,ta = II ii Q, f-R,-c+ (l-e,l~) rI( 
and 
Substituting these into (3.6) yields 
llf -R, - 4 2 Ilf - R,ll + (;~,,.,,,(1; Ml ~ 6) - 6) //1’/I (3.7) 
for all r’t?Z J’ with lJcIl <c. By Lemma 1, (3.7) holds for all L’ E #‘. and by 
(.X2) 
%Af I> Y,.,(.L m 1 - 4 - 6. 
Letting 6 + 0. we see that F",,,(f) > lim 6+u. v,,.,(J 4 = Pn,,.,(f). The proof 
of the inequality Fn,,(j) < Al,,,, uses Lemma 3(ii) and is similar to that 
above. The proof of Theorem 3.1 is now complete. 1 
Since #’ is a linear space, Theorem 3.1 now provides a number of charac- 
terizations of Tn,,,(f) (see 11-3, 5, 8, 111). We state two of these charac- 
terizations. 
The extreme set off-R, is defined to be 
En,,(f) = ix E 1: IU - R&x)1 = IV - Rfll I 
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and for x E E,,,(f) let a(x) = sgn(f - R.,)(x). IfJ is normal, then 
~={(l/Q~>(pQ,-p,.Q,:PEII,,QEII,,,/ 
has dimension n + m + 1. But (l/Q:) 17, T ,,, is an n + m + I dimensional 
subspace of R and hence 
H= ~P/Q::P=L,,,}. (3.8) 
Theorem 3.2 below follows from Lemma 1 in 13 1. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let f be normal. Then 
7,,,(f) ’ = maxlllPlQ~/I: P E fl,, m. a(x) P(X) < Q,W' for all 
x E E,.,u-)I. 
The next result provides a more convenient computation of F,,,(f) when 
it is known that E,%,(j) consists of exactly one alternant and follows from 
Theorem 5 in [ 5 1 and the remark following Theorem 3 in (8 1. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let f be normal and suppose that E,,,,,(f) consists OJ 
precisely n + m + 2 points 
X” < x, < “’ < x,, 
where 1= n + m + 1. For j = 0 ,..., I, let p,i E II,,+,,, SatisJv pi(,~;) = a(.~;) 
QAxi)‘, i = 0 ,..., 1, i #j. Then 
(3.9) 
We conclude this section by noting that in Example I, 
lim n~O, ;,,,,(f,) = l/17 and lim,+, ;‘r,,(f,) = 0. The computation of the 
first limit can be made using Theorem 3.3. Thus for CI sufficiently small, 
;j,, ,(f,) + 7,. ,(f,). Hence when m > 0, global and local strong unicity 
constants need not coincide. This phenomenon is to be contrasted with the 
case m = 0 (see Lemma 1). 
4. NECESSITY CONSIDERATIONS 
In this section, we study the necessity of the conditions of Theorem 2.1. 
Although Example 2 indicates that conditions (1) and (2) of Theorem 2.1 
are not necessary to ensure uniform strong unicity, a number of general 
situations are now cited for which the violation of condition (1) or (2) results 
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in strong unicity constants that tend to zero. It will be seen that for certain 
sequences of functions the global strong unicity constants go to zero while 
the local strong unicity constants remain bounded away from zero. and in 
other cases both local and global strong unicity constants tend to zero. 
In the remainder of this section, it is assumed that (fk} is a sequence of 
normal functions contained in C(Z) and that ilf,li = 1 for each k. In view of 
the remark following the proof of Theorem 2.1, suppose that 
Jv(f,), .I + p and QWfi)~ .)- Q 
uniformly on I as k + co. By restriction (iv) in the parameterization for R:, 
Q f 0. From the remark in Section 2. violation of condition (2) of 
Theorem 2.1 can be expressed in terms of P and Q. Suppose further that 
each f, - R( C(J,). .) has exactly one alternant 
where I = II + m + 1. The first result below shows that if condition (1) holds 
but condition (2) fails according to (2.4a), then uniform strong unicity fails. 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose that the set ( fk : k = 1, 2,... } satisfies condition 
(I ) of Theorem 2.1 and Q vanishes for some z E I. Then lim,+,< F,,,,,(fk) = 
lim k+ , 1,n.,,,(fk) = 0. 
Proof. We extract a subsequence and relabel so that x” + xi, i = O,..., I, 
as k--co. By condition (1), x,, < x, < ... < x,. Let ui = sgn(fk(x”) - 
R(C(f,). .Y:)). By replacing fk with -f,. if necessary, we may assume that ci 
is independent of k. For convenience, let x-, = 0 and x,+ , = 1. Now select j 
so that z E (xi ~, , xj+ ,). (If z = 0 or 1, close the appropriate end of this 
interval.) The local strong unicity constant y(fk) is given by (3.9). Select 
PfE n,,*,,, where p,r(x,k) = oiQ(B(fk), x:)‘, i = 0 . . . . . 1, i # j. By Theorem 3.3. 
Y,,.,,,(fk) - ' Z I ~~(z)lQ(~(.f~)~ z ’ 1. Now define P, E II,, + ,,, by Pj(Xi) = 
oiQ(si)‘, i = 0 ,..., 1, i # j. Then pr + pj uniformly on I as k + co. No,w Q can 
have at most m zeros. and since I > m, pi f 0. Since Q(B(&). x)’ > 0 on I, 
p) has I - 2 = n + m ~ 1 zeros in r\(xf , . $+ ,). (If z = 0 or 1. p,f has n + nt 
zeros there.) Thus. pf cannot vanish on the strip .x$ , < Im([) < x”, , in the 
complex plane. Using Rouche’s theorem it can be seen that p;(z) # 0. Thus 
Y,,.,,,(h) ' > b"WQ(~(f~)~ z) ’ ~ --t co as k-t co. As we extracted ;a subse- 
quence, we now have that Yrt,,,(fk,)+ 0 as u+ cc for a subsequence (fk,}. 
However, the above argument shows that every subsequence of (fi, } has a 
subsequence for which the local strong unicity constants tend to zero. Thus 
lim i .-, ~,,,,,,Cf,) = 0. Since P,, .,,, (.f,) G -7 ,,.,, ,(f,) it follows that 
lim h-. , 7,,,,,,(fk) = O. 1 
If coalescence occurs and Q does not vanish (that is. condition (2) holds 
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or is violated acording to (2.4b)), then the conclusion of Theorem 4.1 still 
prevails. This observation constitutes the next theorem. 
THEOREM 4.2. Suppose that min, siG, (xf - x:- ,) + 0 us k + 00 and 
rhat Q does not vanish in I. Then lim,_, Tn,m(fk) = lim,+, yn,Jfk) = 0. 
Proof. Suppose that XT -x:-, + 0 as k + 03, where for simplicity the 
subscript on j is omitted. Since Q does not vanish on I, there is a constant 
p > 0 such that Q(B(fk), X) >p for all x E I and all k. For i #j and 
i#j- 1, define pf as in Theorem 3.3 for fk. Then u,pf’(x.F) = 
QKL), xj")* >P* and ujm, pr(x; ,) = Q(B(&), xr)’ > p’: thus / pf(xf) - 
pf(xf- ,)I > 2~‘. Since x; - xf-, + 0, the mean value theorem implies that 
il(pf)‘II + 03 as k + co. By Markoffs inequality, jlpfI[ -+ co as k + 00. Since 
~~lQ~~e~~~~~l 7IQy + 1)“23 II ~jklQ(Wk 4’II+ 03 as k --t 00, and by 
h-u. Il)n,m(fh) = 0. A s in Theorem 4.1, we how have that 
lim h-r ,n,,ifh! = '. 1 
Although Example 2 shows that coalescence and the failure of condition 
(2) as portrayed in (2.4a) can result in uniform strong unicity, the next two 
theorems indicate that this example is quite sensitive. 
THEOREM 4.3. Suppose that xf --f xi, i = 0 ,..., I, xi = xi , = z for some 
J’ = l,.... 1, and Q(z) # 0. Then limh+,X v,,,(f,) = lim,_, y,.,(f,) = 0. 
The proof of Theorem 4.3 is essentially the same as the proof of 
Theorem 4.2 and is omitted. 
For Example 2, Q(x) =x, and we see that Q(0) = 0 is necessary to ensure 
uniform strong unicity. The fact that three alternation points converged to 0 
is also necessary. If just two alternant points coalesce, then the conclusion of 
Theorem 4.1 holds. In fact, if the coalescence is to an interior point of the 
interval, then coalescence of four or fewer alternant points forces the strong 
unicity constants to tend to zero. 
THEOREM 4.4. Suppose that xf’ --t xi as k ---t 00, i = O,..., 1, and that one oj 
the following is satisfied: 
(i) 0 =x,, =x, < .y2 < ... <x,. 
(ii) .Y,, < s, < ... <x, , =x,. or 
(iii) there is u j E (0 ,..., 1 - 1 } such that xi = xi: , < x1 ? < s, + , . 
xi E: (0, I), and x0 < . .. < xi (ifj > 0) and xi _ j < . . . < x, (ifj t 3 < 1). 
Then lim h +, %.rn%) = limh+& kkfi)= O. 
The proof of Theorem 4.4 is also omitted, but we note that at the point of 
coalescence z, Q must vanish at z by Theorem 4.3, if uniform strong unicity 
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is to hold. Then z is a zero of Q* of multiplicity at least 2 in cases (i) and 
(ii) and a zero of multiplicity at least 4 in case (iii). A zero counting 
argument similar to that given in the proof of Theorem 4.1 shows that pi can 
have a zero at z of multiplicity at most 1 in case (i) with j= 0 and in case 
(ii) with j= I; the multiplicity is at most 3 in case (iii). An application of 
Theorem 3.3 now yields the result. 
We conclude this section with a somewhat more restrictive case in which 
failure of condition (2) according to (2.4b) forces the global strong unicity 
constants to tend to zero. 
THEOREM 4.5. Let ??l<n+i and suppose that -- inf,, I llfk - 
R(C(fk), .)I1 > 0. If Q > 0 on I and P/Q reduces to P/Q, where deg P < n 
and deg 0 < m, then lim,,, yn.,,dfk) = 0. 
Proof: Since Q > 0 on I, Rfk := R(C(fk), .) + P/Q uniformly on I as 
km+ co. Let Pk = IIf, - R,Il. If r,(x) = l/( 1 + ax), a > 0, then 
P/Q kfiIr, E R”,. Also, 
-- -- 
IIR,A- (p/Q * Ar,)II >Pk -llR,;-PlQll >P 
for some p > 0. In addition, 
-- 
IIf, - (p/Q + Pkr41/ < llfk - Rfk T PArnIl + IIR.,k - P/QlI 
Without loss of generality, assume that (f, - R,.)(O) > 0. Select a positive 
sequence (EJ such that Ed+ 0 as k- 03. Then there is a 6, > 0 such that 
/I, > (f, - R,;)(x) > -tzk for 0 < x < 6,. Also, Pk > ,Bk r,(x) :> 0 for 
0 < x < 6, and so IfJx) - Rfk(x) - r,(x)1 G/i’, + F~ for 0 < x ,< 6, and a > 0. 
Since r, --t 0 uniformly on 16,, 1 1 as (1 + 0, we may select ak > 0 so that 
ID1 r,,A(.u)l < t‘A for x E Id,, 1 1. Thus llf, - R,i - BAr,,,li <PA + cA. Hence. 
-- 
y, m(fk) G Il.& - (p/Q + Bkrak)l/ - llfk - R, II 
IIR, - (F//e +Pkr,J 
-- 
< &k + IIR, - PIQII --* o 
P 
as k + co. Thus Theorem 4.5 is proven. 1 
We finally remark that in the case of Theorem 4.5, if coalescence of alter- 
nation points does not occur, then the local strong unicity constants j7n.m(fk) 
are bounded away from zero. 
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